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CFR Training Opportunities 
During this time of year financial staff will begin to think about the Consolidated Fiscal Report (CFR) which is due 
in May with a New York State deadline of June 1st.  CCSI possess a vast knowledge about preparing CFRs and will 
be again offering CFR training opportunities for counties and agencies across NYS.  The CFR provides NYS 
disabilities with key data on programs and acts as a reconciling claim to state funding, so it is imperative that 
financial staff are prepared to complete the report accurately and on time.  We offer trainings to staff with a 
wide range of experience, from staff with no or limited experience, all the way to those staff that have an 
extended familiarity with the CFR.  In our training we cover, “Getting Started” CFR preparation, updates on 
software as well as guidelines of the current year submissions, handouts, tips and tricks, and recommendations, 
as well as an interactive training that allows users to follow along on their own devices.  Training can be in either 
full day or half day sessions to be provided at CCSI offices in Rochester, on-site at the county, on-site at an 
individual agency, or remotely via the WebEx platform.  2017 CFR trainings will be scheduled for February and 
March, and those with interest should contact James Monfort at jmonfort@ccsi.org as soon as possible. 
 
Federal Medicaid Administration Cost Report Updates 
The first payments from the new Federal Medicaid Administration Cost Reporting, for the period Quarter 2 of 
2014 – Quarter 1 of 2015, were issued to Counties in December of 2017.  Directives will be coming out in the 
next few months on how to report the usage of the received dollars.  At the end of the year, the 2017 Q3 
Reports were submitted, and now the reporting cycle is up-to-date (reports are due 90 days after the quarter 
end). 

Future Reports are due as follows: 
2017 Quarter 4  -  due March 30, 2018 
2018 Quarter 1  -  due June 29, 2018 
2018 Quarter 2  -  due September 28, 2018 
2018 Quarter 3  -  due December 28, 2018 

 
2018 Funding Updates 
Kids additional SPOA funding that began in 2015 was slated to be decreased effective at the start of 2018 State 
Aid Letters.  This funding has been fully restored for 2018 and remains unchanged at current funding levels.  In 
the December issuance of the 2018 OMH State Aid letter, there are increases for Cost of Living Adjustments 
(COLAs) effective 1/1/2018 and 4/1/2018.  For 1/1/2018 and 4/1/2018 there are 3.25% COLAs for job codes in 
the range of 100’s (Direct Care) and 200’s (Direct Support).  For 4/1/2018 there is also a 3.25% increase for job 
codes in the range of 300’s (Clinical).  Any increases effective 4/1/2018 are paid out at the rate of 75% for 2018 
and will be fully annualized in 2019.  In addition to the COLA increases, some agencies may be receiving 
Minimum Wage increases to help offset the cost of the NYS increased minimum wage.  Those agencies that are 
in receipt of the COLAs and/or Minimum Wage increases are each required to submit attestations back to OMH 
within 120 days of when the notification letter was received by the County.  The attestations will certify that the 
agencies will pay out the increases to be used only for salary and fringe increases. 
 
OMH Quarterly Reinvestment Survey 
There has been an update to the reporting of utilization data for all reinvestment-funded (RIV funded programs 
with funding source codes of 142A or 175A).  Unless otherwise instructed by the Field Office, these reports will 
no longer be required monthly, but now are to be submitted quarterly.  The due date of the report will continue 
to be on the 8th of the month following the quarters end (i.e. 1st Quarter 2018 Survey is due 4/8/2018).  
Additionally, for programs funded with 2015-16 SFY RIV, it will no longer be required that providers submit 
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individual consumer-level information for long-stay transition teams.  Please reach out to the Field Office with 
agency specific questions. 


